On behalf of AIF Global, we hope you will join us for the 2019 AIF Women Investors’ Forum
on Tuesday, September 10 at the Park Lane Hotel, 36 Central Park South, New York City.
The AIF Women Investors’ Forum is held annually to bring together influential thought
leaders to shine a light on key initiatives and advancements for gender diversity in the
institutional investment industry. The 2019 Forum will provide a sustainable framework of
resources, education, and networking to women, and will also include a comprehensive
agenda of core investment sessions open to both men and women investment professionals.
The 2019 AIF Women Investors’ Forum program is available for download here. A snapshot of the program, along with registered participants and Steering Committee, is listed
below.
To ensure your attendance, please register here.
Please note that the first morning session is open to women only, and the remainder of
the program is open to both men and women.

Dinner Keynote Speaker
Emma McLaughlin
Best-Selling Author, The Nanny Diaries; Principal, Advisor E; and Founding Partner, The
Finished Thought
Emma McLaughlin is a renowned C-Suite Coach and expert in Leadership Narrative &
Brand. In 2002, she launched a multi-million dollar global franchise with her first of ten
novels, the #1 New York Times bestseller, The Nanny Diaries, translated into 32 languages
and hailed by Newsweek as “a phenomenon.” The social satire pioneered a new genre in
commercial fiction and was made into a major motion picture.
As principal of Advisor E, Emma brings her storytelling and enterprise-building talents to
business, helping both organizations and people distinguish themselves from the rest,
and lead more effectively. Advisor E’s customized methodology for quantifiably shifting
perceptions has been employed by Fortune 100 leaders and C-suite teams across a diverse array of industries and contributed to significant transactions. Leveraging people’s
innate strengths and organic style, Emma enables them to project a consistent, compelling voice to their company and marketplace and maintain control of their story through
critical transitions.

